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Bates Puck Chasers
Nose Out Maine Team

Maine Hockey Team
Defeated by Bowdoin
•
Maine Secures Lead over Bowdoin
at Start. Bowdoin Fight Brings
Them Victory in Last Period

Maine Athletes Excel
At Winter Carnivals

.1 he Uniscr•ity of Maine lioiisey learn
went down to defeat before the warriors front Bowduin last Saturday afterls Are Added to Long
Garnet Players Gain Winning Point of 5-4 Score in Last noon by a score of 4 to 3. It was a very. The Bangor and Auburn Carniva
List of Victories For Maine This Season
interesting game to watch, but defeat
of Two Five-minute Overtime Periods
came as a hard blow. for at the end of
the first period Maine had three points
• The Uniyersity of Maine has been
to her credit with Bowdoin holding one
eitough
fortunate
The people who were
leaning up the winter carnivals—winwork.
of
her
as
point
the
result
to have Tuesday afternoon off after
her own Carnival on the 9th and
ning
The old tight showed up at the first
three o'clock and took the opportunity
of February. and the Augusta
Ii
th
took
sound of the whistle. when Elliott
t,. journey out to the hockey rink on
the loth and 17th. This
Carnival
and
center
the
Bowdoin
the
front
puck
Alumni Field, saw a hockey game there
of M. team went to BanU.
the
week
passed it to Stearns, who in turn forthat kept them on their toes from start
the Carnival on Washingwon
gor
and
it
warded it to Stover at which point
The annual S.ph,mi. we IL ip was held ton's Birthday and finally wound up the
to finish. Both teams were in good conSaturday afternoon Feb. 24 at 3.30 started on its journey between the Bow in the gymnasium. Wednesday. Febru- week by taking the honors at Auburn
dition and ready for a fight because of P. M. the intra-mural field events were (loin
goal tender's legs thus giving Maine ary- 21.
cog
big
a
was
game
the
Inthat
m.
the fact
held in the cage in the gymnasiu
Saturday.
the first score of the game. In spite of
'lite hall was attractively decorated in
in the championship wheel. In spite of terest and competition are always keen the poor ice the Maine b+iys passed the
Thursday the Blue team won the snow
white. Festhe fight that the Maine men put up in the intra-mural events as the Charles puck skillfully and within a few minutes the .1a•s odors. green and
the Bangor Carnival by a wide
suspended events at
they were defeated after playing two Rice Cup is awarded to the fraternity of the first score Stover took the rubber toons of alternate col,ors were
The day was just right and
margin.
the center
jive-minute overtime periods. The final scoring the greatest number of points. down the rink and easily shot another across the ball and caught in
were around two thousand people
there
were used
score of the game was 5 to 4 with Bates Coach Flack was absent on the basket- goal. At this point the Bowdoin boys to form a canopy.. Streamers
see the fun. The Indians from Old
hung be to
and
balconies
the
decorating
in
in the lead.
were entered in many of the
ball trip but the meet was very efficient- found out that they had a hard battle
Town
fringe. At intervals through the events butt failed to win from the Maine
With both teams anxiously waiting for ly managed by Assistant Coach Murphy to tight and they seemed to strengthen
cone shaped ornaho lys.
the moment to go, Referee Blair dropped and Mr. Wallace. Director of Physical all at once, for after several tries they. center of the hall,
w bite. were susand
green
of
Elliott
ments
of
sticks
the puck between the
Ivan Pease won the Fancy Skating
Activities. Stearns, varsity pole vaulter, managed to slip the rubber by Baxter
of Maine and Cogan of Bates, thus did not compete as he had played in the for their first point of the game. The pended.
contest for men at the Kenduskeag Rink
The same color scheme was carried and placed in the Mile Skating Race.
starting a hockey game which was a Bowdoin-Maine hockey team preceding scoring for the period was not over at
in the fraternity and patroness
The
out
tight in every sense of the word.
the meet. Ackley. varsity high jumper. this point for after the Bowdoin boys
Summary:
which were attractively furbooths
fricfrom
steaming
the
be
winning
puck seemed to
had very little difficulty in
had chased Elliott over the rink trying
Invitation Intercollegiate Snowshoe
tion but the smoke did not seem to bother high jump. Among the freshmen who to get the puck away, he slipped it to nished.
Race won by the University of
Relay
furnished
was
dancing
the
for
Music
pass
Elliott, for he rushed in to take a
loomed up as prospects were Jackson, Stearns when they were not looking and
Curtis, Plummer.
I P•itten,
Maine
.
from Stearns and shoved the rubber by shot putter and Doerr who took third he shot a fair goal from the forward by Vallee's Orchestra
I Barnes, Johnsecond
('e!by,
Haines)
ice
of
nts
refreshme
on
At intermissi
Batten of Bates for the first count of in the high jump and second in the broad line.
Bowdoin. third
I
aughton)
Payne.
son,
served.
were
crackers,
fancy
and
cream.
the game. Soon the referee's whistle sig- jump. The running events will be held
The second period started with a bang
.
Eastman)
H('el).
Fish.
(
Nelson.
and
Dr.
In the reception line wure:
nified that the game was on again and Saturday afternoon, March 3, on the out- for Maine because the boys from Bruns.
Strickland
Colonel
Little,
Mrs. C. C.
(Continued on Page Four)
this time Capt. Stearns was the man door board track.
wick came back strong and managed to Dean Hart and Mr. James Blair.
TRACK EVENTS
(Continued on Page Four)
(Cost:num on Page Four)
The patronesses were Mrs. L. S. Merfreshtrials,
hurdle
trials,
40 yd. dash
rill. Mrs. H. S. Boardman. Mrs J. M.
FIriscoe, Mrs. J. H. Iluddilston.. Mrs.
man relay trials, 220 yd. dash trials, 440
K. C. Estabrooke. Mrs. Mary •Parcher,
yd. dash. 40 yd. finals, hurdle finals, fat
man's race, 220 yd. dash finals, 880 yd.
Mrs. Munson, Mrs. Stuart, Mrs. Hen51 drickson. Mrs. Mason and Mrs. Weeks.
run, three legged race, finals freshman
The basketball team found the games
• -- M
relay, bag race, mile run.
"
a little bit too much on the recent basThe Alpha Kappa chapter of Delta
d on Page Three)
the drive
(Continue
regarding
plans
latest
The
ketball trip. P. A. C. was hopelesslv
Delta Delta held their initiation cerethe Gymnasium-Armory indicate
for
outclassed, but M. 1. T. and N. H. State
at
20,
mony Tuesday evening, February
from
money,
for
n
solicitatio
the
that
managed to just nose out Capt. Newell's
the home of Mrs. W. J. Sweetser in
alumni, alumnae and former students
five.
Orono.
-51
and friends of Maine will begin Easter
On Feb. 2Ist at Bost.in, M. I. T. deMrs. Cornelius Betters, the Alpha
In spitc oi the hard tanking of the feated Maine 21 to 20 441 Tech's court.
goal is $500,000
2.
The
April
Monday.
in
Province Deputy, was present for the
and it is hoped that this will be reached Past semester 107 students succeeded
At the end of the first period Tech was
Dean's
the
for
occasion.
rank
required
the
making
Comof
the
day
alumni
9,
by
June
14 to 9. Maine came bark strongleading
tribulaand
trials
of
week
a
After
The evening's initiates were:
number is much larger than ly in the second half and tied the score.
This
list.
it
will
true,
comes
If
this
.
mencement
in reachKatherine Andrews '26, Audrey Fen- tions the class of '26 succeeded
Spring's list and shim's much Stud) for Tech scored the w inning 1.1,
banquet he a history breaking day and ground that of last
annual
their
hold
to
Hilda
Bangor
ing
'26,
Sprague
lason '26. Muriel
nt.
improveme
be
will
for
the
broken.
gym
ket in the last half minute of play.
Wednesday. Feb.
Merrill '26, Ruth Leman '26, Francis at the A. 0. H. Hall.
The College of Arts and Sciences sucSec. Wayland Towner is chairman of
t
excitemen
usual
Summary:
The
M.
and
P.
8
at
'24,
21st
Perkins '25, Beatrice Johnson
37 names on the list.
freshmen the sub-committee in charge of the solic- ceeded in placing
and
es
sophomor
prevailed,
U. OF MAINE
had
I. T.
M.
Pearl Snow '23.
College of Agriculture came second
ly and during itation and is putting in some mighty the
.rg Berg
If
Miller
third
y
Technolog
The initiatory banquet was held Fri- had disappeared mysterious
College of
preced- hard work on the drive. He is now on with 26. the
Ig Horsman
if
Start,
I
Davidson
whole
a
as
day. February 23 at the Bangor House. the early hours of the morning
class
Freshman
The
23.
had been seen his second trip around the "Alumni Cir- with
.c Cahill
c
Doris Twitchell presided as toast- ing the banquet students
As- placed 21 names on the much envied list. Coleman
of
the
Alumni
many
visiting
cuit,"
.
homeward
way
weary
tables
their
(Small)
rf
Holmes
wending
Ig
The
.1ohnston
occasion.
the
for
mistress
SPRING 1923 (First half)
If Newell
Promptly at eight about a hundred sociations.
rg
Cook
were prettily arranged with large bowls
His words regarding the campaign
tiled in;I:: OF ARTS & SCIENCES
of pansies in the center, and about the members of the freshman class
Score---M. I. T. 21, Manic 20. Goals
arc.
"The country has been divided into COME(
the
of
partake
to
room
pine
banquet
of
the
to
sticks
Ashley.
candle
4. Davidson 3, ColeM.
from
Anna
unique
H,our
table were
Egbert M. Andrews,
regional areas for the purpose of carryBowen.
L.
2. Newell 3. Goals
Stork
Holmes
Howard
man.
cones holding the yellow candles. The following feast:
Bartlett,
L.
ing on a personal solicitation of every Annie
Cur3, Berg 10. RefS.
Miller
Theodore
on
tries-free
Cleaves,
place cards were daintily hand painted
Grapefruit-Oriental
N.
Beatrice
student.
alumnus, alumna and former
min. periods.
FarS.
Pickles
Time--20
dy.
Frances
Sweet
eree—Oia
Olives
by Marjorie Rowe.
Field workers under the supervision of rier, Elwood L. Dean,.
Fuller,
M.
Annie
Friend,
Halibut Filet
22nd at PortH.
on
About thirty enjoyed this annual "get
the
P. A. C. quintet
Regional chairmen, who in turn are rar. Mary
deleEuGreen,
E.
Anna
of 46-18.
Cranberry Sauce
score
Garland,
the
by
C.
Maine
together," among whom were two
Cecil
to
hoist
,
land
responsible to the General Committee
Roast Stuffed Chicken
gates from Colby College and eight
of the soliciting or- gene B. Griffiths. David Gross, Carl M. 011ie Berg was the individual star of the
nucleus
the
form
dur- Mashed Potatoes
June Peas ganization."
alumnae. Telegrams were received
Harmon, Philip A. Harriman, Helen H. contest, and his shooting from floor and
absent
Fruit Salad
ing the evening from fourteen
Harvey, Alice R. Hill, Mildred E. Lom- foul line was responsible for much of
by
far
The work accomplished thus
Harlequin Ice Cream
members.
Fund Committee has been bard. John E. McNamara, Annie M. the big lead obtained by Maine. P. A. C.
the
Memorial
Cake
The speeches of the alumnae, as well
in the form of organization and adver- McPhee. Louise E. Messer, Mabel B.
(('ontinued 0 Page Three)
Cheese tising.
Saltines
as those of the active members and initi- Coffee
Peabody, Ethelyn M. Percival, Mary C.
evening.
pleasant
E.
Cigarettes
ates added to the very
Perkins, Ellen V. Piers(m, Laura
TOASTS
Pratt, Lenora S. Preto), Elizabeth Ring.
J. N. Sweatt. Toastmaster
Thelma I. Sawyer, William A. Simpson,
Donald L. Trouant. Doris F. Twitchell.
0. F. Fraser
Class of 192o
Edith G. Twitchell. Helen B. WentEaton
B.
H.
Class Spirit
worth, Eunice H. Winslow, Sarah C.
F. C. Newhall
Co-eds
Nil Ira
'.11 Chapter o
Wiswell.
Samuel Winer
Athletics
at its anguests
30
chapel
ruined
y
ternity
technolog
freshman
the
At
have To 1925. Our Respects
A. H. Snow
(Continued on Page Three)
University of Maine students
vital week-eml house party Friday and
that was held last Friday in 305 Aubert.
picture
motion
submit
been invited to
Three)
Page
Engineeron
d
Sautrday. with a formal dance Friday
Civil
(Continue
was
the subject discussed
p conscenarios in a national scholarshi
the
of
night and a cabaret party Saturday evecharge
took
Sprague
Prof.
ing.
Carl
test conducted by President
interesting
very
ning. Capt. and Mrs. Leon S. Norris
a
delivered
and
meeting
Cor
Laemmle of the Universal Pictures
outlined
He
g.
were the chaperons and music for both
talk on civil engineerin
Tuesday by
poration, it was announced
whole
parties was furnished by
the
thru
dancing
the
of
course
work
the
depart•
—u—
Prof. H. M. Ellis of the English
oporchestra.
many
student
Reiche's
the
and
explained
years
four
will he
notice for
Coach Clark has i)ost. :
ment. One Thousand dollars
The house was attractively decorated
s open to trained "civils." He
portunitie
subwho
for baseball to report with streamers of green and white, everpaid to the American student
also showed how every other engineer- all batting men
May 15.
On Sunday. heti. 18th, Phi Epsilon Pi
This get-together will green. and to dewed lights. The path from
5.
March
him.
to
mits the best scenario before
Day ing course was in some way dependent
Founder's
to
annual
paid
seventh
the
be
will
held
,
‘ery important as the coach wishes the house to the road was bordered with
and the same amount
the and initiation banquet at the chapter upon civil engineering for its existence.
which
in
university
his plans, talk things over with hedges of fir trees and illuminated with
state
or
to
the college
For example, the mechanical engineer
house. The toastmaster of the evening
and plan some actual practice colored lights. The favors were gold
men.
the
successful contestant is enrolled.
for
that was Frater Levenson '19. The initiates has to have a civil construct the base
(late.
early
an
for
The rules of the contest specify
engineer
collar and cuff sets engraved with the
: Lon Manoil '25, of his engine, and the electrical
Coach Clark hopes that a large num- Sigma Nu shield.
in addition to the scholarship, the win- were the following
for
dam
the
build
civil
a
to
have
has
rate Brooklyn. N. V.; Jack Corash '26, of
ning scenario will be paid for at a
n. The meet- ber of baseball players will report on
The guests were: Marion McKechnie.
said Worcester. Mass.; Barnett Shur '26 of his hydro-electric installatio
company,
to be determined by the
g thus this date so that he may get an idea Dover-Foxcroft; Evelyn Goodwin. Dovinterestin
most
the
of
one
was
ing
'26
Abramson
James
$500. All Portland, Maine;
amount to he not less than
encourage many of of the material with which he has to
(Continued on Page Three)
s are of Berlin. N. H.; and Nehemiah Green far given and should
universitie
or
colleges
work.
students in
our embryo civil engineers.
Maine.
Houlton.
of
'26
(Continued on Page Three)

Annual Sophomore Hop
Is Successful Affair

Intra-mural Field Events
Held Saturday Afternoon

Eight Girls Initiated
By Delta Delta Delta

Basketball Team Meets
Defeat On Recent Trip

$500,000 Coal Set for
Gymnasium-Armory Drive

Many Students Succeed
In Making Dean's List

Old Order of Freshman
Banquet Memory of Past

Sigma Nu Enjoys Its
Annual Week-end Party

Prof. Sprague Delivers
A Lecture to Freshmen

$1000 Prize Offered
For the Best Scenario

Founders' Day Banquet
Held by Phi Epsilon Pi

Coach Clark Issues Call
For Baseball Men

THE
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Lit' 'Bailie Campus
,
the toilet
Pub!tithed Wedasedaya during University
of
roar by Um students of tbs
Matti*
Bryant M Patina •ts
clitor ta Chief_
Managing Editors
Jacob M Horne .N;
5rrlor Editor
Edward C Cutting '24
Junior Editor
Department El firs
,
Hazen H. Ayer '24
Sews Editor
Edwin Kneeland '22
Ale Editor
'23

..

yu.g.
Editor.
4:7-1:1tar,

'•

Aar) Editor

Maas.; ler
• .4
• '4
M I
hi:. • •
liattkl.va Mi..
Guy 4 or.ILL :4

Reporters
'V, Harold
Mati'ry Hy.1.• 25. Mope Norwood
.1, hit Ste-v. as '24. Grace Armstrong
Henry

*20 Or g,ory loalor '24 Huth Honey '25.Charles
l'oyntoon '24, Donald Hastings '245.
'Li, Wesley
.',ohn000n '25. Mansfield Packard
Patterson '24. Thethlor.• Skultieltt '24, Mary
PuringBernice
'25,
Loomis
Mary
ri• nil '14.
'25.
i
Nosiness Department
Ray H Carter '24
Busire ss Manager
Wilfred Burr '24
llieu Maaaarr
Frank Hussey '25
-,• o .1-ciliation Manager
Asalstal,t Business Managers
ikon/C.! Trouant '25
_
Subscriptions, 11.00 per year
Single Copies, Five Cents
Entered as second class matter at the poet
-thee, Orono.
The editor In chief Is responsible for the
genera policy of the inper and for the edi
torial columns; tho! managing editor for the
news columns and the inalfrup of the paper:
and the business manager for the biota!as
and finances.
Communications should be at the poatottice
at Alumni Hall before Saturday noon to in
sure pub!ication.
Printed by the University Prem, Of000, Me

New Reporters

rm. year

a

'pp wttmity

to students who have not
tive but are 114)W iturNing a tic ire
beet
a,
Thc Coirrus needs nvire reto Be
p•irters. and a, in all cases, the individual who steps in ill time of need, will be
amply rettarded. The person who 'h. w,
a willingness t.; be a reporter, a real
antI ambition, is
reporter with i-imirg
in hue for rapid adtancement on our
staff next year.
Reasons why the student should defor 'Hie Campus:
• re t it irk
.1 r lie will be doing his college a
real service-min and women of calibre
are needed in this field as well as in athletics.
421 Ile will receiNe good training ill
presents

it riling and

iii uli mentary

journal!km.

it
keep the thing alive?
%te are to have a student chap.!, and A C
are. let it. be recorded that a new code
if laws was formulated in 1923 which
made the :icon-day exercises a tery
popular affair.
t., chapel
At pry-cut the students
because it is ck,inpul-ort. When an important special meeting is called. only- a
few •hott up and they leave before it IS
....et-. Spirit runs high at football games,
%% hy not show the same enthusiasm at
.•hapel exercises. in fact everything that
pertain- to the c.illege.
The
aspect of the exercise that is
lacking
in regard to the singing. That
is the one thing in which all should take
part and make some kind of a noise
that might be called music. That would
It- better than remaining dumb. We
ko,mi the college song, let us learn something else. Let us see how many songs
we can teach ourselves and how many
is e can teach the seniors before they
leave. Let us make a regular old Maine
drit and do sometb:-.,
44

Informal Dance Held
By Phi Mu Sorority
NIn Sorority closed Initiathai
ititis with an inn irmal dance in the
gym on Saturday night. The gym itwas entirely disguised in a unique
scheme of decoration. Upon entering
the tir-banked gateway, a veritable rose
garden stretched ahead. Rose and white
streamers formed a low canopy, beneath
which hung huge balloons of every hue.
shaded lights sending shadows in all directions. On every side from balcony
to floor, fir trees were banked, while
rambler roses ran wild over the whole
garden.
The music for the evening was furnished by Al Johnson's six piece orchestra. The special dance of the evening
was the ball.sin dame and amid much
noise the balloons were hauled down and
broken.
Refreshments of fruit salad, stuffed
dates, ice cream, cake and punch were
served at intermission by the six initiates.
The patronesses of the dance were
Mrs. J. N. hart, Mrs. J. H. Huddilston.
Mrs. Mary Stuart and Mrs. Louise Hendrickson.
Several visitor: and alumnae were
I resent including the Misses Elizabeth
Kellett. Louise Steele. and Mildred Ott
of Beta Beta chapter at Colby; Misses
Frances Curran. Lucy Chamberlain,
Gladys Gould, Gertrude F. Strout, Florence Morrill. Madeline Moore, Dorothy
Buzzell, and Marion Buzzell.
The ether guests of the evening were
Messrs. Wilkins. Whitcomb, Ayer. New
Barnard, Hart, Powell, Patten.
Strout. Hillman. L. Kelly. Bannister.
Hutton, Ames. Foster. Mt-Kt-.man, Foss,
iiodgdott I. Kelley, Martin. Linscott.
McNamara. Durgin. Pettingill. Stickney,
Hoyt. Doten. Gould. Lappin. Burdick.
Diilliver. and Margesein and House of

thrills %then
1r.\ tiled ttith opportunity tor self ex
presi.ion. This sidisfactiiin is greatly.
ugniente(I wittn
see,̀ Ilk work actually in print.
431 He is offered
!optimality of
volting nu touch ii th the heart of things
Iii coll.ge The reporter must come in
ch., contact with %axioms phase: of col,
1 ge activity. and enjoys the position of
being absolutely up to date on all events.
I 4 ) Ile makes valuable acquaintances.
As a reporter. th. individual becomes
p.T•onally acquainted with all the
"Wh,i's Who" iieople in this campus
both in the student bialy and in the faculty.
(5) Ile olitains kniiwledge on college
.tehti.iii• and in, %meats al over the
country. Ile I.arns what other college,
SI
are deing what college men are &aim,
and thinking CVcryAlICI-C.
Inducement• that are offered to the
successful y.,ting journalist.
(1) Student, who hate successfully
- -'-I complelid a
ar's it
as a reporter
The M. C. A. Deputation Team of the
tir %% hi. hate showed a desirable quality l•niver•ity visited, (luring the last weekttork for a fraction ..f the year re- end, the churches of Milo. The team.
ceit c a !eautoullt engraved certificate conm(ised of Stanley Hyde. Hervey
tr shoig'... I I ..•.• an; awarded at the Bean. and Austin Wilkins spent three
annual Lamm,t iii the spring.
days on this trip.
121 Ind:\ idual• who socoessfull)
The team left the campus during Fricomplete a )ea r'• it.irk as a staff edit.it day afternoon. arriving in Milo in time
rvitIvc an attra,tite pcndant or charm. I.. attend a "father and son" social in
:•• gold an.: bla,:k •
the Methodist church. The various
I
right away. metnbers of the team spoke on the relaI hose %%h..
afillyr % au ing this line. tionship that a father should bear to his
r tI,
Ift r
it illlivid the work
interesting iNnt caididate• who show
Saturday afternoon, the deputation
an real intention i. is irk will tveci %e
supervised a hike, attending which were
the heart) ets, :tati.,t, of all cillitor•. In more than twenty
of the Milo boys. They
ill, spring eliction if units, all milienjoyed a pleasant afternoon. after
%iduals %%Ill be
be‘ause of their wlich they roasted hot dogs and made
ability and no • th,r
nce• will en- coffee for their supper.
ter in %%hielt any MillThat evening the Baptist church gave
\ idual iii 'iris a chance to
succeed on a social. At this, various games were
personal merit, alone.
played. and the M. C. A. men spoke
All eandidat,s desiring t‘. it.irk out shortly
on 'College Life.'
are requested to appear at the weekly
Sunday morning they spoke at the
tr: • •v; at 1 Xlimmi I fall ittiNVednesday
two churches, led the boys' classes in
at 1 o'clock or to send their names and
Sunday School, and in the evening atadresses to Ha/en Ayer of the Phi Kap- tended a
joint meeting of the Epworth
p:: Sigma fraternit
League and the Christian Endeavor. The
SI
team feels that it has accomplished a
EVcr) day in ei.tirt %tat we need our great
deal of gi od on this trip. Two
appriipriatien more and more.
weeks later the) will journey down to
SI
Orrington for a week end visit.
erotic eNpurocilecs little

fly I. fi KJIcy
Student Chapel i• ',coming an inactive body. Shall we do ;1\% ay with this
exercise and let it be ‘‘r:tten in the future that the present student body were
not active and did not show enough

CAMPUS

Men Well Satisfied
Vital Questions Topics
With R. 0. T. C. Camp
For Bible Discussions
The
article is taken from
the student book ,published at the end
of the k. 0. T. C. Camp at Camp Derma last year and due to the fact that a
goodly number here in the Corp' are
„:4;ntemplating going to Camp this summer it is published for their information. Its value lies in the fact that it
gives the viewpoint of the student.
-The writer hopes this article will
echo the sentiments of the R. O. T. C.
Students as a whole. Some diverging
opinions doubtless exist but there is in
.!vidence the &initiating thought that the
R. 0. T. C. Camp this summer has been
highly enjoyalde as well a, profitable.
"Everybody, collectively and individually has 'crabbed' the officers, the food,
the mosquitoes, and military in general.
As we look forward to tomorrow we
hope it will rain so that we will have
an easy day. If tomorrow is rainy we
crab the weather and wish it were
pleasant. We have worked equally hard
in either case and have been glad for it
afterwards. The fact that we go out
singing in the morning and return singing at night argues well for our regard
for the work.
We have been united in a common
purpcse. We have forgotten fraternities
and clubs which divided us into separate
groups at college. We have made many
friends and formed associations to
which we will always look with pleasure
and satisfaction. We have obtained the
other person's point of view and have
been under a great broadening and levelling influence.
"Mt-re remotely than the above is the
knowledge and satisfaction that WC are
doing a patriotic duty in preparing ourselves for a national emergency. We
believe we have learned a lesson in physical and mental self-control. We hope
we have obtained co-ordination of body
and mind in a degree sufficient to assume our required position should the
necessity for such action arise.
We all agree that the first six weeks
of camp are the hardest. However, we
have had a unique experience and are
glad to have had it."
Lawrence J. 1)tiolin '23.
X'ermont University

Two Prizes Are Offered
For Essays on Military

The officers of the Military Department offer a prize of fifteen dollars
($15.00) for the best essay and ten
dollars ($10.00) for the second best essay on the required subjects of the program for the second year advanced
course in Military Art.
The specific requirements of the program are:
"I. Facts of American Military History including the World War as to:
(a) The sources of authority for our
Military Establishment.
(b) The development of the Military
resources and the Military strength of
the United States.
(e) The state of national preparedness for war at critical periods in the
history of the United States.
(d) The cost of American Wars in
relation to national unpreparedness.
2. Lessons from American Military
History as to:
(a) The traditional military policy of
the United States.
(h) The need for national organisation for the military defense of the nation."
The essay on the subject must not be
less than two thousand (201X)) words.
The following conditions must also be
observed:
(1) The essay must be submitted at
the Military Office by or before noon
of May 12th. 1923.
(2) The following basis will be used
in grading papers:
(a) Accuracy of statements and
completeness of facts and logical arrangement of facts and data 75%
(b) English composition 25%
3. Papers will be graded as to (2)
(a) by the military instructor and as
to (2) (b). by a member of the faculty
of the English Department, selected by
the head of the Department.
For further information as to methocl
of marking and submitting the essay.
and for a list of reference books. the
At the last meeting of the Dormitory Military Oilier should be consulted.
24
Council it was voted to have a matron
for the two dormitories. Hannibal HamThe University of Maine Senate meets
lin Hall and Oak Hall. The matter is in 11 Coburn Hall at 4:30 o'clock.
now before the Board of Trustees and Thursday afternoon. March 1. Very
it is almost certain that a matron will important business is to he brought up,
be secured immediately.
and every member should be present.

The Deputation Team
Spends Week-end at Milo

Student Chapel

MAINE

-m"As students in this university are interested in keeping up with the latest
development, along the lines ,which they
are studying. should not their ideas along
religious Imes keep pace with their genera! poigress?"
It is with this idea in mind that tiL
M. C. A. is starting a bible study group
that will meet Thursday afternoons at
4.15 in 11 Fernald Hall. commencing
March 1.• Eighteen have sn far signified
their intention of joining the class, but
there is plenty of room for others. The
inethoil ..f study will be similar to that
used in the bible study groups held in
the different houses during the fall semester. Each student will choose a particular theme on which to report, after
search and investigation. Folders describing the course were sent to all those
listed as members of some church. but
all others are more than welcome to the
meetings.
The purpose of these talks will be to
seek for a basis for a reasonable. pracreligion, that will
tical, iii in-the,
he of help to the everyday man in his
everyday life. The subjects for discussion during the fourteen weeks will be
as follotts:
I. Can a man know God?
2. What is the purpose of God in
creati.umi?
3. Does God have a particular will
or design for each one of our lives?
4. Can we know what his design for
us is. and accomplish it?
5. Does Christ really come into
men's lives today?
6. Where did we get our bible?
7. To what extent is the bible true?
8. What is the nature of sin?
9. NVitence did it come and what is
its mission or purpose?
10. Can God forgive sin?
11. Are there fires of hell?
12. Do we still need christian "faith"?
13. Vhat does it mean today for a
man to be "saved"?
14. Can God bless?
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Delta Delta Delta Gives
A Tea at Balentine Hall
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Whitney.
That Maine has cleaned up in all the
winter carnivals?
That the last week-end was a busy
one socially?
That being on silence is golden for
others?
Our Bowdoin guests?
That "Kay" Hunt was one of the
speakers at the Freshman Banquet last
week?
That it is said that the speakers actually had a chance to talk at the banquet
the other night?
That the Sophomore Hop was not sup
ported as it should have been?
The alumni and the alumnae here over
the week-end?
Ted Currier locking up Salentine Hall
every night?
That there are only five more weeks
to mid-semesters?
That Phil Hodgdon is working out for
the job that Jerry Dunn left at Salentine?
The new cross-country sweaters?
That Cony knows how many k's there
are in milk cart?
The Three Musketeer, on the Campus

Radio Engineering Has
Great Educational Value
m

By E. F. W. Alexanderson, Chief Engineer, Radio Corporation of Americal

An eminent specialist on administraLon told me once that all executives
should have engineering training. This
has not been possible in the past, but it
is becoming possible .now, because the
scientific education of our engineering
schools and institutions produces trained
The weekly meeting of the M. C. A. minds which have been found to have
was held in 30 Coburn. Thursday eve- superior qualifications in all positions.
It is true that engineering is a part of
ning, Feb. 22. Rev, Mr. Cheney, representing the V. M. C. A. and its work a liberal education, alongside of mathe
was the speaker of the evening. His matics and Latin, it is particularly true
subject was "The Principles by which of electrical engineering, and I venture
Christians Should Choose their Life to say that of all branches of electrical
engineering, radio engineering has the
Work."
Dr. Cheney said that a Christian greatest educational value. To prove this
should choose an occupation worthy of thesis I should like to point out some
his best efforts, and one that would grow of the interesting aspects of radio engineering.
on him as he went through life.
A technical subject, to have an eduDr. Cheney spoke especially on the
cational
value, should have theoretical.
opportunities in V. M. C. A. work. He
told about the boys' clubs, the industrial practical and human aspects.
From a theoretical point of view, radii ,
work, and the country and city associaengineering
has extraordinary possibili
tions. Dr. Cheney is a member of the
faculty of the V. M. C. A. Training ties. It presents a set of phenomena of
College in Springfield, Mass., and there- the most varied nature, all of which are
fore was well qualified to speak on capable of exact and logical analysis.
NVave motion in space, wave motion in
V. M. C. A. work.
At the end of his speech the meeting wires, absorption of energy in a semiwas dismissed. A few of the men re- conducting ground under an antenna.
mained, and formed an informal discus- oscililating circuits, electronic discharge
sion group to ask questions of Dr. Chen- in vacuum under the influence of electric
ey. Several of the young men were and magnetic fields; the behavior of
iron in a high frequency magnetic field.
quite interested in the work.
etc., almost ad infinitum.
MThe practical aspects of radio engineering are no less numerous, and so
well known that they need not be mentioned spcifically. In relation to the experimenter and educator, the practical
aspect of the technique has, however, a
On February 19. the Delta Delta Delta
greater significance than in any other
Sorority gave a tea in the Sun Parlor
branch of engineering. Other theoretical
at Balentine Hall for their Alpha Provexperimenters must work under artificial
ince deputy. Mrs. Better', who came conditions in
a laboratory. whereas the
from Ithaca. New York,
radio experimenter is in touch with the
Mrs. Hendrickson, Mrs. Connors and ultimate
realities. He has the whole
Mrs. Price received with Mrs. Better', world for his
laboratory, and therein he
and members from all of the girls' fra- may choose
at will what assistance he
ternities attended.
desires for his various experiments. He
Dainty refreshments were served.
may mingle with his fellow-3 in th,
SI
vagaries of short-wave work, and II,
The red light was out at Kappa Sigma may reach out over the continent som,
Monday, February 19. for the initiation night with his own transmitter, eve!:
of Charles E. Gemo '26. of Waterville. spanning the Atlantic when all condiand affiliation of Arthur Donald Patter- tions happen to be in his favor.
son '25. of Vinalhaven. There are now
Over every field of human endeavo:
thirty-four active members in the chap- stretches the field of the radio trans
ter with thirty-one living in the house.
mitten. In an airplane speeds a young
SI
radio engineer, testing out some new
Over in Kentucky there is a man who form of radio compass, or a newly deis so hard that he can ride a porcupine veloped transmitter.
through a bed of cactus and never get
On land, he learns the fascinations of
the railroad world, as he talks from the
a scratch.
Twentieth Century Limited to some disSI
tant signal tower. He joins hands with
When the donkey saw the zebra
the entertainers of the world as he
lie began to switch his tail:
speeds their joyousness through the
"Well. I never." was his comment,
"There's a mule that's been in jail."
(Continued on Page Three)

Doctor Cheney Speaks
At M. C. A. Meeting
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
1:::th Barstow. Hervey Bean. Myrtie
1:e.m. Mildred C. Brown. Frank H.
Cark Earle R. Conant. Ardelle A.
Frances M. Field, William M.
William D. Haskins, Robert InPercy L. Johnson, Clayton F.
nes, George E. Lord, Iva A. Merchant,
'Earl P. Osgood, Robert S. Pike, Francia
M Place, Bernie E. Plummer, Harrison
1,. Richardson. Marjorie H. Rowe, Max
ti Shapiro, Frank M. Small, John A.
Small, Prescott E. Thornton. Sprague
R. Whitney.
COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
Donald F. Alexander. John S. Andrews. Carl L. Beal. Henry S. Boynton,
lienr) U. K. Chung, Lorenzo G. CurPhilip 1). Davis, Randall H. Doughty. Leo Friedman, Guy E. Griffin. FranE. Handy, Donald F. Hastings,
Th,.“(lore Hatch, Ruel L. James, Carl
Nleinecke, William C. Riecker, Carl
Fred E. Smith, Fernald S.
Ring,
E.
Stickney. Stanton I.. Swett, Herman E.
Wilde, Arthur 0. Willey. Tso Ming Wu.
l'he following tirst year students have
,tained all A and B grades for the fall
semester of 1922:
Willis H. Barrows, Ruth Leman, Mar!1 Lord, Fred C. Newhall.
The following have obtained C grades
r above:
Elizabeth Armstrong. John D. Babb,
Ru-sell H. Babb, Carl H. Bischoff, Albro
R. Boston, Frances H. Brewer, Allen
Burnham. Ezekiel L. Chase, Irvill H.
(heney. Lawrence C. Clark, Silas A.
Coffin. Ada Cohen, Levi A. Curren, Merton S. Curtis, Norman S. Davis, Richard
B. Diehl, Joseph I). Doherty, Douglas
E. Donovan, Wilhelmina F. Dunning.
Marion C. Eaton, Cora E. Emery, Carleton W. Fletcher, Mansell R. Garland.
Spofford Giddings, Lester V. Goff.
Pearl R. Graffam, Harry N. Hamer,
Robert C. Hamlet. Charles H. Hammond, Clarence E. Hart, Trygne Heistad,
Gorge H. Herchman. Ralph C. Ingalls.
Bryce M. Jordan, Arthur J. Kelley, Jo-eph K. Kolouch, Elizabeth H. Laughlin,
Everett F. McCann. Jack A. McCracken,
Christine M. .MacLaughlin. Warren R.
Martin, Helen N. Mayo. Hilda F. Merrill, Delbert L. Moody, Franck P. Morrison. Fred C. Newhall, Robert H.
Noyes, Beulah E. Osgood, Ralph R.
Parkman. Owen W. Rideout, Willis R.
i(ollins, Theodore S. Rowe, Anna L.
sargent, Arnold F. Scott, Fred H. Severance. Charles A. Sherer, John A.
,11. Edward F. Stanton, Robert C.
art, Esther L. Thompson, Newell
F. Townsend, Diong Dick Uong, Paul
E. Watson, Gerald S. Wheeler, William
S. Wilson.
First Year Students
SPRING 1923 (First half)
Willis H. Barrows, Carl H. Bischoff,
Jasper S. Brown, Ada Cohen, Cora E.
Emery, Carleton W. Fletcher, Mansell
R. Garland, Robert C. Hamlet, Charles
Hammond, Trygne Heistad. George
H. Herchman. Joseph F. Kolouch, Ruth
Leman, Marion Lord, Christine W. MacLain:111in, Delbert L. Moody, Fred C.
Newhall. Ralph R. Parkman, John A.
Snell, Edward F. Stanton, Jessie H.

Intra-mural Field Events Held
Saturday Afternoon
(Continued from Page One)
summary of Field Events:
}lath Jump: 1st. Ackley, Phi Eta Kappa: 2nd, Boyden, Alpha Tau Omega;
3rd, Doerr, Phi Eta Kappa. Height. 5
It.
Shot Put: 1st, Jackson, Lambda Chi
.Vidia; 2nd, Collins. Lambda Chi Alpha;
3rd. Elliott. Kappa Sigma. Distance,
36.6 ft.
Pole Vault: 1st, Perkins. Phi Eta
Kappa; 2nd and 3rd place (points divided between Hall, Sigma Phi Sigma
and Magill, non-fraternity).
Broad Jump: 1st. Burdick, non-fraternitY: 2nd. Doerr, Phi Eta Kappa;
3rd, Lawry, Beta Theta Pi.
Standing of Fraternities:
house
PH Eta Kappa
1 -;,'nlala Chi Alpha
\ '1fraternity

Phi Sigma
\Hha Tau Omega
Theta Pi

Points
14
8
7
2
3

K ,;,pa Sigma
Lady to little boy: "What kind of
is that, little boy?"
I. B.: "Why he's a hunter and setter."
LOY: "How is that?"
B. "Well, he hunts for a bone then
'tts and eats it?"

MAINE
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CAMPUS

Sigma Nu Enjoys Its Annual
Week-end Party

OLD TOWN THUST COMPANY
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FarmingNorton.
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Spring Pocket Billiard Tourthe blue and white to a 16 to 11 count. ton: Pauline Granville. Edna Falvey.
nament
MA1Nk
but fast passing and clever shooting kept \Iivian Pearson. Teresa Toole. Mat& ORONO
\ I tit
the hall in Portland's territory and dur- levigne and Doreth \hitcher. Bangor :
ing the second half Cahill. Captain New- Dorcas Taylor, and Anne Connelly. PortS I RAND BOWLING 6:
ell. Holmes and Berg all ecntributed to land; Avery Munro. HoUlton ; Pauline
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the scoring.
Stanley, Northeast Harbor : Dolores
at
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Mutty. Old Town; Maxine T):er. FarGoldsmith Bros.
mington:
Leontine Libby. Brewer: Mary
U. OF M. (46)
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and
Ruth Dore. Orono; Evelyn
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t
Campbelsea.
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rf O'Connel i
Mary C. Perkins, ElizaCahill c
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Frances Perkins, Helen
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Ig Prince
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Gloves
Alice Libby
Berg rg
Cl4310//1 I.
rg Rouse
and Virgitia Cldbath. Campus: Helen
For roile,:e
Substitutions: U. of M.. Small for
Famous Shoes fa Men.
Burr. Spring
('apt. and M r,. I
Newell; Schlowburg for Cahill; P. A
E. Norris. Bangor.
J. H. McCANN
C.. Woodbury for Smith; Smith for
41‘1,011tDS
BOSTONIAN
12 State !•-,t Bangor
O'Connell; White for Duffy; Berryman
W0411.
%Tt
and
Hats
Furnishings
for Rouse; O'Connell for Smith:
Radio Engineering Has Great
combination
What's
a
better
Hawkes for O'Connell; Rouse for
Educational Value
than trim, smart shoes with hosPrince.
(..-.)ostins‘ed /tom Page One)
iery of the season's latest shades.
Goals from floor : U. of M.. Holmes.
Down at this store prices will
3; Newell 3: Cahill 6: Schlowburg 1: medium of the broadcasting station.
High Class Photography
please you, and experienced fitters
Berg 4; Horsman I. P. A. C., O'Con- Lonely homes afar.
He mingles with the telephone eng:
Are here to please your feet.
MAINE
nell 1; Hawkes 2; Duffy 1; White 2;
BANGOR,
neer',
in their orderly mazes, as he ,
Rouse I; Prince I.
E. .1. V Ilt(il 14: Orono
Goals from fouls. U. of M.. Berg 10; sends the wired word by wireless. In
Radio Boot Headquarters
the
huge
B. K. HILLSON TAILORSHOP
transoceanic
stations he sees
Smith 1. Referee. Edwards. Timer.
all
the
solidity
and
order
of
any
other
Welch. Scorer, Stack. Time, two 20dor•
Suits cleansed, pressed, and altered
power station.
minute periods.
At
radio
sea,
he
installs a telephone
On Saturday night at Durham. N. H.
Also suits made to order
Patronize Our Advertisers
the New Hampshire State College nosed set and calls up Land Central to plug
out Coach Flack's proteges in the last him in to some local desk telephone in
•
half of a contest that was full of thrills a city in the Middle West.
Even
under
the
sea,
he
listens
in
on
from the first whistle to the final blast.
STUDLNI— .1 SUPPLIES
At the end of the first half the score the loop antenna of a submerged underAT
was deadlocked at seven-all. But soon water craft and catches the orders of
the
flagship
above.
UNIVERSITY STORE*
after the second chapter opened. New
The radio engineer is one of the most
Hampshire caged a pretty shot, and the
Fernald Hall
ensuing two points put the N. H. State broadminded of the entire engineering
•
College in the lead and Maine was un- fraternity, because he meets with, and
exchanges
ideas
with
so
many
other
able to even up the score.
(pa
The struggle was marked by the clev- engineers of divergent callings. in the
er covering of opponents by both teams. pursuit of his daily task.
This strict shadowing of each other kept
the score down to a small count.
IONBEMME131.11MOMME=34.
The summary:
N. H. STATE (15)
(9) MAINE
Metcalf If
If Newell
Callahan rf
rf Holmes
McKinley c
c Soderberg
University of Missouri—The campus
rg Berg
Stafford rg
of the University of Missouri is soon to
Substitutions, Ray for Callahan, \Vent- become the setting for a motion picture.
Stacomb keeps your hair
worth for Metcalf. Atkinson for Staf- the first of its kind. dealing strictly with
just as you comb it and at the
ford. Goals from floor. Ray. Wentworth. college life. The characters are to be
same time supplies natural
McKinley 3, Stafford, Holmes, Newell. selected from the students now attendbeneficial oils which the scalp
Berg, Horsman. Goals from fouls, Staf- ing the university. and the picture will
ford 3, Berg. Referee, Powers. Time. be exhibited thruout the state with a
absorbs.
two 20-minute periods.
Ideal also after washing your
view to advertising the university, and
hair. Adds life and luster.
54
presenting various phases of college life
Ask your barber for a Sta$1000 Prize Offered for the Best to the prospective students.
comb Rub.
Scenario
Wesleyan University—Wesleyan will
1.1i. 1 ..141. (41114,
At all druggists.
(Continued from Page One)
meet Yale February 13th at New Haven
Makts Me Hair Slay Combed
eligible to compete and the name of the in the annual swimming meet. The chamauthor and of the college and university pionship Yale team will engage in fourx
will appear on the film when produced. teen meets during the coming season. In
Scenarios should be written in short eight of these meets there will be water
story form, the rules specify, and all polo games. On their schedule this year
non-essential details should be omitted. are included Dartmouth, Brown, PrinceIdeas used must be original and the com- ton and M. I. T.
\‘'est Virginia University—The Freshpany reserves the right to make any
changes considered necessary in title or men at West Virginia University are
story. Announcement of the winner of compelled to take part in some recogthe contest will be made not later than nized college activity, after the second
week of the college year. Logical exSept. 15, 1923.
President Little has indorsed the planation must be given to the Student
Laemmle Scholarship Contest and sev- Council, if they fail to comply with this
ND perhaps the Freshman was not so fa'
eral students interested in scenario writ- rule.
Pennsylvania
State
College—Centre
compete.
are
expected
to
ing
wrong at that. lie may have been thinkAny student may obtain further in- College is on the Pennsylvania State Coling of lather that rolled down his cheeks,
formation concerning the contest frmn lege football schedule for 1923, according
to
a
recent
announcement
from
PhilEllis.
Prof. H. M.
dried on his face, and erupted his feelings in the
adelphia. Because of the showing Cenprocess.
Old Order of Freshman Banquet tre College had made this year on the
football gridiron. Pennsylvania has givMemory of Past
Today, there is something better—Williams'
en her recognition as a sister college.
(Continued from Page One)
differs from any shaving lather you ever used.
‘Vashington State College—Fifteen
GUESTS
scholarships to the State College of
For Williams'Shaving Cream contains a certain
Senior Skulls: E. L. Kneeland, E. S. Washington have been offered by the
ingredient
that is distinctly beneficial to the skin.
Union Pacific R. R. to boys in the counLawrence.
And Williams'is easier to
ties which the Union Pacific touches.
Junior Mask: R. M. Hutchins.
The success of the well arranged and The scholarships consist of $75 each and
.have with. It softens
•.,t
Notice
orderly banquet was due to the efforts railroad fare to and from Pullman. The
,•
enp.
resistance
whisker
with
a
•l..'
rod
los.
are
chosen
by
the
on
boys
agent
chaircounty
of the Committee. A. S. Hillman.
tube haws tip
speed that takes all the
man, C. E. Emmons, H. A. Hussey, W. the basis of activities in the community
and scholarship. The Union Pacific inB. Plate. and C. F. Ward.
tedium out of the shaving
The freshman class officers are: 0. F. tends to increase the number of scholarprocess. Get a tube of
Fraser. president; F. C. Newhall. vice- ships from fifteen to twenty-five.
Colgate—In spite of the fact that five
president Kathleen J. Hunt, secretary:
Williams' today And benew chapters of Greek Letter fraterniA. H. Doerr, treasurer.
gin enjoying it, helpful
ties were founded at Colgate between
1916 and 1918. the COLGATE MAcare.
"I had a terrible dream last night."
ROON finds that even the increased
"Tell me about it."
"I dreamed that I was eating shredded number of fraternities fails to meet the
wheat, and woke up in the middle of the needs. The housing problem is stumping
most societies just at present, as there
night and half the mattress was gone."
are no houses to rent in Hamilton and
only a few purchaseable. The plan in op"Oh, oh, oh. oh, oh. I can't see."
"Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh, what's the mat- eration at Northwestern is being considered. At that institution the college
ter?"
builds the houses and leases them to the
shut."
are
eyes
"My
fraternities for long periods. The buildings are all much the same style and as
Prof.. do you believe in exams?
Prof: I think that they are excellent nearly as possible of equal value. When
Colgate succeeds in solving the housing
training.
Well, I guess so. I practiced two weeks problem satisfactorily. the Maroon think,
last year learning how to turn pages that the question of a large number of
:44Q/
fraternal organizations will settle itself.
wth my toe for the finals.
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For Unruly
Hair

"Lava," wrote the Freshmau,
"is what you use to shave with-
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Bates Puck Chasers Nose Out
Maine Team

Winter Sports

who, after a few minutes of hard fighting by all, carried the puck to the Bates
danger line and with a final twist of
his stick shot it into the cage. The
crowd was wild at this point for now
Maine was two points ahead of her opBates tightened up at this and
ponent.
All Kinds
by• a lucky shot which landed in a peculiar angle from Baxter's mitt gave them
The Right Kinds
the only point of the period.
When the whistle blew Elliott quickly
the rubber going around the back
had
Webster
Miller
of Maine's goal, and was not stopped
Clothing Co.
until he had flown by the Bates' goal
leaving the rubber grilled in the net for
the start of the second period. Things
Bangor
looked bad for Bates at this point, but
soon the tide turned, for while Capt.
Stearns was off the ice, Corey of Bates
carried the puck to Maine's goal. The
few minutes which remained in this periE. A. MERRILL, D. M. D.
od were furious ones for the players.
Elliott left the ice for a minute then
Dentist
Roberts of Bates came over with him
Old Town, Me.
for a minute. Soon they were all back
playing again and the sound of the
Gray's Block
timer's whistle was in the air, but not
soon enough, for Bates had slipped another shot by Baxter.
Smokeless Flashlight The third period started with a tie
score of 3 all. The same old fight was
and
here again, but ended for a few secGroups of any size taken
onds as Stover passed one by Batten
LAWRFNCE EA'l ON
thus putting Maine in the lead. This
MILL ST lead was only held for a few minutes,
elephone 167-3
however, for at this point the Bates
offense puzzled the Maine players to the
extent of losing the score which tied the
game again. There was still plenty of
left but this was of no advantage,
fight
Right across from th, \\ .oting-room
for the third periix1 ended 4 to 4.
79 CENTRAL ST.
By agreement of the two Captains it
Bangor, Maine
was decided to play two extra five minPatronize Cherry's
ute periods with an exchange of goals.
In spite of desperate tries by both sides,
neither could score in the first five minBuy your
utes. It was a different story, however,
PERSONAL
in the last five minutes, for Bates inade
a lucky shot with only a minute left
NAME CARDS
to play. The same old pep was in the
at
Maine players but they were unable to
BACON PRINTING CO.
cage a goal in the time remaining, thus
22 :state St., Bangor, Me.
leaving the score with Bates 5 and
Maine 4.
See our samples
The result of this game puts Maine
out of the running for first place in the
league, but she is nearly sure of the
PAGE 6 SHAWS
next position. The following is the
CANDIES at
standing of the league:
Won Lost %
HOULIHAN'S PHARMACY
4
0 1.000
Bates
Orono, Maine
4
2 .666
Bowdoin
4 .200
Maine
1
4 .200
Colby
1
The summary of the game follows:
EVERYTHIN6
BATES (5)
U. OF M. (4)
co the sruilenfr
Stover rw.
rw Corey
room carried by
Stearns lw
lw Roberts
Elliott c.
c Cogan (R. Stanley)
‘4'. A. Mosher Co.
rd
Mackay
rd Scott
Orono. Maine
Fri. 162-3
Coakley Id._
ld J Stanley
Baxter g..........
g Batten
Coals: Elliott 2, Stearns 1, Stover 1,
JOHN T. CLARK CO.
Clothiers
Haberdashers Corey 2. Cogan 2. Roberts I.
Referee. Blair. Time, 3 10 minute
Exchange Bldg., Bangor. Me.
periods.
Two 5 minute over time periLamh lined coats, Sweaters, Jackets,
Sport and golf hose, Collar attached ods.
Shirts. Plain and fancy neckwear, Boston
Hubby comes hiccoughing home and
or student's bags—Everything guaranteed
meets his spouse on the steps.
hubby: "Who are you?"
‘1.ifey: "I'm the Devil."
Hubby: "Glad to meet you. I married

CLONING

W. J. Cherry's Barber Shop

:•,ce the special we otter at

35.00 regular price 42.5(1
We sell and let Eveninm.
Clothes

GOLDSMITH BROS.
Orono, Maine

at $18.50, $23.50, $32.50
J. WATERMAN CO.
Maine's largest ()unmet for Men and
Unusual values

Intercollegiate Half Mile Snowshoe

race won by Patten of Maine, Eastman
of Bowdon). second; Wilson of Maine
EXCHANGE ST., BANGOR
third: Ham of Maine fourth.
One Mile and One Half Cross Country won by Patten of Maine. Eastman
Maine
of Bowdoin second. Paine of
third. Time 14 min.. 6.7 sec.
100 Yard Snowshoe Dash for Men
won by Plummer of Maine, Curtis of
3,Ion. March
'I burs. Nlarch I
Maine second. Smith of B. H. S. third.
"ENVIRONMENTThomas 31e.ighan
200 Yard Ski Dash won by Elliott of
All Star Cast
-mANSLAUiiHTER"
Maine. Bergenstrahle of Bowdon' second. Stuhhs of Bowdoin third. Time
,Fri. March 2
Tues. March 6—Anita Ste‘%art
42.9 see.
House Peters
"WOMAN HE MARRIED"
Maink
•ti
Obstacle Race %t on by Patten
"RICH MEN'S WIVES"
Holt—"THE DOUBLE ()Jack
Francis I Indian seotnd, Ham of Maine
third.
Sat. March 3
Ski jumping won by Anderson
Wed. March 7
14 Star Cast
Bangor, Elliott of Maine second.
•11-1E OLD HOMESTEAD"
-QUINCY ADAMS SAWYER"
Maine won the finals in the snow
events at the Auburn Carnival Saturday afternoon. Bowdoin excelled in the
COPY FOR THE HANDY
Ski races and Bates took first in the ski
BOOK CORP.
jumping but by taking all three places
for
Students and Teachers
Aids
in two of the three snowshoe events and
The new Handy Directory of tinkwinning the third, the Blur team scored
Fri. March 2-1)ouble Bill
saving study keys and self-help book,
23 points to 20 for Bowdoin, while
"BELOW THE DEADLINE"
Bates and Colby took 16 and 4 points
is now ready for mailing. It is printed
.\ powerful story of adventure in the in two colors and contains a story by
respectively.
Underworld
Christopher Morley.
Summary:
Constance Talmadge in
There is no charge while the edition
220 yard Snowshoe Race won by Pat"GOOD NIGHT PAULlasts. Write today for a free copy. 1,
ten of Maine, Curtis of Maine second,
Comedy and News
dress
Plummer of Maine third.
The Handy Book Corporation,
220 yard Ski Race won by BergenSat. March 3—Double Bill
Mail Dept., Reading, Pa.
strale of Bowdon]. Archibald of Bates
Owen Moore in
second, Spear of Bowdoin third.
"LOVE IS AN AWFUL THINGSnowshoe Obstacle Race won by Pat- "TWENTY THOUSAND LEAGUES
ten of Maine, Curtis of Maine second,
UNDER THE SEA"
Plummer of Maine third.
Pathe News
NVe want you to know that when in
Ski Relay Race won by Bowdon).
need of a good lunch or dinner
Bates second. Colby third.
Mon. March 5—Earle Williams in
you can not find a better
Three Mile Ski Race won by Bergen- "THE MAN FROM DOWNING ST'
place than at the
strale of Bowdoin, Gilpatrick of Bates
2nd Episode of
second, Palmer of Bates third.
"BREAKING THRU"
DRIENTAL RESTAURANT
Cross Coantry Snowshoe Race won
Comedy and News
209 Exchange St., Bangor, Me.
by Patten el Maine. Eastman of BowCimtinuous Show from 6.30 P. M.
Special
attention given to parties dedoin second, Chadbourne of Bates third.
Saturday Matinee at 2 P. M.
siring banquets, Chinese or AmeriSki Jumping won by Huntington of
10e & 22e can dishes.
Bates, 115 ft.; Jordan of Colby, Ill ft. Fri. and Sat.
Mondays
10¢
& 17c •
•
second; Stubbs of Bowdoin 104,2 ft.
third.
Bill Elliott and Scrapper Hay of
Maine. both sure point winners in the
skii events, were unable to be at the
Auburn Carnival as Elliott was playing
Successors to
hockey here at Orono and Hay was ill.

III!
, IS A
1'we, you're a Gem."
'Well. would Gillette me kiss vow"

Funny 1l'ashington and Lincoln were
both born on b.lida‘

will be paid for information leading to the arrest and conviction
of the person or persons who opened the boxes of books stored

in the basement of Estabrooke llall during the summer of 1922
and stole a number of books belunging to me.

Major L. H. James

4
.

LJiHfATRL

CAMPBELL'S Inc.

S. L. Crosby Sporting Goods Co.
Maine Hockey Team Defeated by
Bowdon

150 Exchange St., Bangor

(Continued from Page One)

L

4

all college

orders

Edwin 0. Hall
88 Central St.

Bangor

•

BOWDOIN 4

Stover rw
lw Bucknam
Elliott c
c Croin (Weiden)
Stearns (('apt) lw
rw Cutter
Coakley (Stone) Id
rd Miguel
Mackay rd
Id Plaisted
Baxter g
g Tolman

University of Maine 3.
Goal, Stearns. Stover. Plaisted 2.
Bucknam 2. Referee, Blair of University of Maine. Timer, Capt. Norris.
U. S. A. Goal umpires, Ammidown.
Travers Time, three 13 minute periods •
Bowdoin 4,

King's Ice Cream Parlor
Shop for PURITY Ice Cream and Dainty Candies

Special discount on

Summary of the game:
MAINE 3

GEORGE A. KING

DENNISON GOODS

Park's Variety

A Reward of $100

••••••••••...-.......
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— STRAND THEATRE

add one more point to their score within
a couple of minutes play. The Maine
players seemed to have lost their eye for
the rubber because soon another goal was
put by Baxter from the stick of Plaisted.
This tied the score and it seemed for
a long time as if the scoring was over
for that period but Just before the whistle blew Tolman of Bowdoin came down
the rink on the war path for after that
rush Elliott came out with a cut across
his chin and Tolman was the means of
getting the winning point for Bowdoin.
Elliott was not hurt so but what he
was in the start of the third period and
by the way he went after that no one
would suspect that a Bowdoin man had
touched him.
Mackay and Coakley managed to
break
up all of the Bowdoin rushes after
.4111" sister.
"
this and the same could be said of the
Bowdoin goal tender for he stopped
Stude—Mary is very fond of Kipling.
some
Maine shots that looked good at
Studer-1: that what she calls it?
the start. This last period was not as
fast as the others but there was some
good work done by both sides.
The game was comparatively clean
TRY SOME
for such a hard fought contest. Elliott
and Coakley both were obliged to leave
the ice for one minute each. and Croin
of Bowdoin tried to get away with a
little rough play but was caught.
DIPPED DATES
The only substitute used by "i;uddy"
Murphy was Stone at left defense, who
Bur THEN AT
fought hard during the time he played.
Weiden of Bowdoin took Croin's place.
Capt. Stearns. Elliott. and Stover were
the out-standing players for Maine while
Bucknam, the Bowdoin leader, directed
his charges well.

•

1
•
•••••
•
••••••••

••

Dartmouth

5.

Ha
Vie

mID.WINTER REDUCTIONS
On Young Men's Suits and Overcoats

(Continued from Page One,

(Continued froas Pear Otee)

OWN YOUR TUXEDO

Maine Athletes kicel at Winter
Carnivals

University of Maine
The St lte University Maintained by
the State and General Government
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES.—Major subjects in Biology.
Chemistry. Economics and Sociology. Education, English, French,

German, Greek Language and Literature, History, Latin, Mathematics and Astronomy, Psychology, Physics, and Spanish and
Italian. Special provisions for graduates of normal schools.
COLLEGE OF Acarcuurtrae.—Curricula in Agricultural Education, Agronomy, Animal Husbandry, Biology, Dairy Husbandry.
Forestry, Home Economics, Horticulture, Poultry Husbandry,
School Course in Agriculture (two years). Short winter courses.
Farmers' Week. Correspondence and lecture course. Demon-

stration work.

COLLEGE. OF TECH NOLOGY.—Curricula in Chemical Engineering, Chemistry, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and
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Mechanical Engineering.
MAINE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION.-0ffiCeS and principal laboratories in Orono; Experiment Farms in Monmouth and

Presque Isle.
GRADUATE COURSES leading to the Master's degree are offered
by the various colleges.
SUM MIR TFRM of six weeks (graduate and undergraduate

credit).
For catalog and circulars, address
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